ABSTRACT Skyline queries play an important role in multiple criteria decision making problems. A representative skyline set contains k skyline points that can represent its full skyline set, which is more significant. The distance-based representative skyline (k-DRS) is a kind of representative skyline, which can describe the tradeoffs among different dimensions offered by the full skyline set. The previous works only focus on the k-DRS queries in total order domains. In this paper, we focus on the k-DRS problem in both total and partial order (PO) domains. Since k-DRS is a NP-hard problem in d-dimensional (d ≥ 3) space, it is impossible to calculate the exact k-DRS in d-dimensional space. By in-depth analyzing the properties of the k-DRS, we propose an algorithm k-DRS query algorithm in total and partial order (DRSTP) to solve the k-DRS problem from a new perspective. In DRSTP, first, a value in PO domain is transformed to numerical values in total order domains. Thus, the distance of any two partial values can be measured using the transformed values. Then, we apply US-ELM to divide the full skyline set into k clusters. Next, in each cluster, we design a method to select a point as the representative point. Experimental results show that our DRSTP significantly outperforms its competitors in terms of both accuracy and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Given a large dataset, it is impracticable for a user to browse all the points in the dataset. Hence, it is crucial to obtain a succinct representative subset of the dataset. A well-established approach of representing a dataset is the skyline operator [1] . Skyline queries are very meaningful in real life which play an important role in multiple criteria decision making problems. The skyline set consists of the points which are not dominated by any other point. Given two points p 1 and p 2 , p 1 dominates p 2 means the values of p 1 are not worse than those of p 2 in any dimension, and better in at least one dimension. With loss of generality, a smaller value indicates a better performance in all dimensions. However, when the skyline size is large, it is hard for users to utilize the full skyline set. It is necessary to detecting a subset of the full skyline set with fixed size (such as k points). As investigated in [2] , Tao et al. proposed a distance-based representative skyline query (k-DRS for short) which can best describe the tradeoffs among different dimensions offered by the full skyline set. A distance metric is applied to measure the ''representativeness'' of the chosen set. Given a subset K with k skyline points from the full skyline set S, Er(K, S) = max p∈S−K min p ∈K p, p , where p, p is the Euclidean distance between p and p . In other words, Er(K, S) is the maximum distance between a non-representative skyline point in S − K and its nearest representative in K. The k-DRS is the set K with the minimum value Er(K, S). As illustrated in Fig. 1 , given 14 points with 2 dimensions, the smaller values in these two dimensions are better. The skyline set of these 14 points is {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p 9 }. Given k = 3, the 3-DRS is {p 2 , p 5 , p 8 } with the corresponding value Er(K, S) = p 9 , p 8 = 0.112. Obviously, when the full skyline set is divided into k clusters, the k-DRS aims to select k skyline points from k different clusters with minimum Er(K, S). As mentioned in [2, Lemma 4] , the k-DRS is NP-hard when the dimensionality d ≥ 3. Hence, calculating the exact k-DRS in d-dimensional space (d ≥ 3) is time-consuming. To solve the challenging issue, we attempt to solve k-DRS problem from another perspective. In previous work [2] and [3] , the k-DRS in total order (TO) domains has been studied. However, in most real applications, data is composed of partial order (PO) attributes and TO attributes. In partial order domains, the preferences of PO values are given by users. Hence, the k-DRS problem in PO domains plays an important role in our daily life. For example, in Fig. 2 , we want to choose products with low price and good brand. The preferences of values in brand are given by users. The preferences of PO values can be represented by a Hasse Diagram [4] . Considering the transitivity of preferences, Hasse Diagram is a reduction of directed acyclic graph (DAG for short). For example, there are 3 edges in DAG, a → b, b → c and a → c. a → c is redundant because of transitivity. Correspondingly, there are only 2 edges in Hasse Diagram, a → b and b → c. According to these preferences, skyline products with low price and good brand are p 1 , p 2 , ..., p 8 .
In [3] , a k-DRS algorithm DRSELM using US-ELM only in numerical attributes has been proposed. In this paper, we propose a method to process the k-DRS query with TO and PO domains using US-ELM and propose a k-DRS algorithm in TO and PO domains (DRSTP). The key contributions are summarized as follow. [3] can be used to choose k points as the k-DRS result. However, in this paper, we propose an improved method DRSTP to accelerate the calculation of the k-DRS. 3) We apply a series of experiments to show that DRSTP can efficiently process the k-DRS query in TO and PO domains. The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a brief overview of clustering data using the US-ELM algorithm. In Section III, we present our algorithm DRSTP. Experimental results and related work are given in Sections IV and V, respectively. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we propose the first step of processing the k-DRS problem with total and partial order domains. In the first step, the US-ELM method [21] is used to cluster the data. We choose US-ELM to cluster the data, because the experiments in [21] show that US-ELM gives favorable performance compared to the state-of-the-art clustering algorithms [22] - [25] . In Section II-B, we introduce the algorithm US-ELM. US-ELM is the extension of ELM, hence, ELM is introduced in II-A.
A. BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO ELM
ELM can be used to classify the data and shows better predicting accuracy than that of SVMs [6] , [8] - [12] . Now ELM has been used in many fields [13] , [14] and some researchers have extent ELM to a distributed environment [15] - [17] . Hence, ELM has a very wide application. ELM is a single-hidden layer feed forward network and aims to learn a decision rule or an approximation function. Given a training set with
, where x i ∈ R n i and y i ∈ R n o , n i and n o are the dimensions of input X and output Y , respectively.
The training of ELMs contains two phases.
Step 1: a pair of parameters {a j , b j } are randomly generated for the jth hidden layer node, where a j is a n i -dimensional vector and b j is a random value. For an input vector x i , its output on the jth hidden node can be obtained by any nonlinear nonregular functions, such as the sigmoid function, the radial basis, sine, cosine and so on. In this paper, we just use the sigmoid function (1) as the example.
(1) VOLUME 6, 2018 Hence, the output on the hidden layer nodes can be written as
Step 2: On the jth hidden node, an adjustment factor β j is generated. The following equation is obtained.
where
According to Equation 3 , the values of β can be obtained. We obtain the equation β = H † Y where H † is the Moore-Penrose [35] of H.
B. UNSUPERVISED ELM
In [21] , ELM is extended to process unlabeled data, called US-ELM. The unsupervised learning is built on the following assumption: (1) all the unlabeled data X u is drawn from the same distribution and (2) if two points x 1 and x 2 are close to each other, their outputs are likely to belong to the same group. The probabilities P(y|x 1 ) and P(y|x 2 ) should be similar. The following cost function should be minimize:
where w ij is the pair-wise similarity between x i and x j , w ij is usually computed by using Gaussian function exp(− x i − x j 2 /2σ 2 ). Hence, in unsupervised setting, the entire data set X = {x i } N i=1 is unlabeled. According to 5, the formulation of the US-ELM is reduced to
Where λ is an tradeoff parameter, Tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix, L = D − W is known as graph Laplacian, and D ia a diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements
Usually, Equation 6 attains its minimum value at β = 0. According to the conclusion in [21] , if L ≤ N , the adjustment factor β is given by
where v i is the corresponding generalized eigenvectors of Equation 8 .
If L > N , the β can be calculated by using Equation 9 .
where u i is the generalized eigenvectors corresponding the ith smallest eigenvalues of Equation 10 .
The US-ELM is described in Algorithm 1. [21] input : The training data: X ∈ R N ×n i . output: The label vector of cluster y i corresponding to x i
Algorithm 1 US-ELM Algorithm
Step 1: Construct the graph Laplacian
Step Step 4: Calculate the embedding matrix: E = Hβ;
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Step 5: Each row of E is treated as a point, and then 9 cluster these N points into K clusters using the k-means algorithm. Let y i be the label vector of cluster index for x i . return Y ;
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III. k-DRS CALCULATION IN TO AND PO DOMAINS
First, we describe the formal definition of the k-DRS in Section III-A. Then, our proposed algorithm DRSTP is presented in Section III-B. Table 1 summarizes the symbols used in this paper.
TABLE 1. Symbols in this paper
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Given a data set D in the d-dimensional space, and two points 
Definition 2 (Distance-Based Representative Skyline): The distance-based representative skyline (k-DRS) is the set K with the minimum representation error Er(K, S).
As shown in Fig. 1 , the skyline set is S = {p 1 , . . . , p 9 }. Given k = 3 ,and two subsets K 1 = {p 2 , p 5 , p 8 } and K 2 = {p 2 , p 5 , p 9 }, the representation errors Er(K 1 , S) = p 8 , p 9 = 0.112 and Er(K 2 , S) = p 7 , p 9 = 0.180. Consequently, K 1 is the k-DRS because its representation error is the minimum.
Similarly, the k-DRS problem in PO domains aims to find a set with k skyline points with the minimum representation error Er(K, S) in PO domains. Obviously, in order to calculate the representation error, we have to measure the distances between any two points in PO domains. Given two points p 1 and p 2 with PO attributes, the distance between p 1 and p 2 cannot be measured directly. Hence, in this paper, according to the given preferences in the PO domains, we propose a method to measure the distances between any two values in PO domains. On this basis, we calculate the k-DRS set in PO domains.
B. DRSTP ALGORITHM
DRSTP contains two steps. First, all PO values should be transformed to numerical values, thus we can measure distances between any two PO values using the converted numerical values. This transformation is described in Section III-B.1. Second, we use US-ELM to process the k-DRS query with the numerical attributes.
1) THE TRANSFORMATION OF VALUES IN PO DOMAINS
Given a PO domain, the preferences of values in this domain are represented by a Hasse Diagram. The preferences of values have transitivity. As shown in Fig. 2 , the PO domain brand contains 8 values. The preferences of these values are described by a Hasse Diagram. In the Hasse Diagram, brand a is better than c. c is better than e. According to the transitivity, a is better than e.
In order to measure distances between any two PO values, each PO value should be converted to multiple numeric values. The converted values should reserve all the preferences of the Hasse Diagram. According to a Hasse Diagram, two PO values pv 1 and pv 2 may have two preference relationships: 1) pv 1 is better or worse than pv 2 . 2) pv 1 and pv 2 are incomparable. As shown in Fig. 2 , a is better than c. a and b are incomparable.
Using the method in [37] , each PO value can be represented by one or more intervals. Specifically, the transformation process is shown in Fig. 3 . First, we create a spanning tree of the Hasse Diagram. Each node in the spanning tree can be represented by an interval satisfying that each children node is included by its parent node. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , node c has children nodes e and h. g is represented by [1, 1] and h is represented by [2, 2] . Both of them are included by their parent node e = [1, 3] . Second, we obtain the final interval representation of each node in the Hasse Diagram. Comparing with the Hasse Diagram, the corresponding spanning tree lacks some edges in the Hasse Diagram. In order to capture all the preferences of the Hasse Diagram, the final interval representation of each node also includes the information of non-tree edges. As shown in Fig. 3(c) , edge d → e is missing in the spanning tree. Hence, the final interval of node d also includes the interval of its children node e = [1, 3] . The final intervals of d are [1, 3] and [6, 7] .
After transformation, each PO value can be represented by one or more intervals. Next, we propose a method to measure distances between any two PO values. where left, right are the original bound values of the interval and max is the largest value in all the intervals. As shown in Fig. 3(c) 
As shown in Fig. 3(c) 
The distance between pv 1 and pv 2 can be calculated using the following equation.
As shown in Using the above method, all PO values are transformed to one or multiple intervals. Each interval is represented by a 2-dimensional numerical value. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the interval [1, 5] can be represented as a 2-dimensional numerical value (0.11,0.56). Now the algorithm in [37] can be used to calculate the skyline set of the data set with PO and TO domains. According to Equation 13 , for any two PO values pv 1 , pv 2 which have multiple intervals, we have to calculate distances between all the intervals in pv 1 and pv 2 . The largest distance between these intervals is the distance between pv 1 and pv 2 . In order to reserve the distances between any two PO values, all the intervals of every PO value are recorded. As shown in Fig. 2 and 3(c) (14) As shown in Fig. 2 and 3(c), p 8 = (0.72, b) and p 4 = (0.35, f ). The distance between p 8 and p 4 is Distance(p 4 , p 8 ) = 0.37 2 + Distance PO (b, f ) 2 = 0.43. Next, we introduce our algorithm DRSTP to capture the k-DRS from the full skyline set.
2) THE DESCRIPTION OF DRSTP
After the transformation, all dimension values of points are numerical. The traditional method [2] can be used to calculate the k-DRS. Reviewing the conclusion in [2] , the k-DRS problem is NP-hard in d-dimensional (d ≥ 3) space. Hence, it is time-consuming to calculate the exact k-DRS. In this paper, we answer the k-DRS problem from another perspective.
Since the initial objective of the k-DRS is to avoid selecting k points that appear in an arbitrarily tiny cluster, we first divide the full skyline set into k clusters using the US-ELM algorithm (introduced in Section II-B) .
Given a cluster c i = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p |c i | } with |c i | points, the centroid point m i of c i can be calculated by the formula below:
As shown in Fig. 1, given We have divided the full skyline set into k clusters. The target of the k-DRS wants to get a minimum representation error Er(K, S). In order to obtain this goal, all the points should come from different clusters. Given two clusters c i and c j , we should select any 2 points K 2 from C = c i c j , in order to obtain the minimum value Er(K 2 , C) = max Proof: Suppose the point in c 1 with the largest distance to m 1 is p 1 , and the point in c 2 with the largest distance to m 2 is p 2 , then Er(
Obviously, a good clustering method can ensure that m 1 , m 2 > max{ p 1 , m 1 , p 2 , m 2 }. Hence, there must exist a point p ∈ c 2 , the distance between p and any point p m ∈ c 1 is larger than Er(S 1 , C). The theorem can be proven.
Corollary 1: Given k clusters c 1 , . . . , c k of the full skyline set S, in order to obtain the minimum representation error Er(K, S), the selected k skyline points should come from different k clusters.
Proof: This corollary can be obtained directly from Theorem 1.
According to Corollary 1, the selected points come from different clusters. As shown in Fig. 1 , the full skyline set is divided into 3 clusters. The selected 3 skyline points should come from different clusters. For each cluster c i , i ∈ [1, 3], we choose one point. According to the objective function Er(K, S), the selected point p i from c i should have the minimum value MaxDis(p i , c i ) = max
The framework to calculate the k-DRS based on US-ELM is described in Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2, we use 2 steps to calculate the distancebased representative set k-DRS(D). First, we divide the full skyline set S into k clusters (Line 1). According to Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, if we want to select k representative points from S with the minimum value Er(K, S) and the full skyline set has been divided into k clusters, the representative points should come from different clusters. In the second step, in each cluster, we should select an appropriate point as the representative point. According to Equation 11 , the maximum distance between the selected point and other points should be minimum. Hence, in each cluster, the point with minimum MaxDis(p, c i ) should be the representative point (Lines 2-3) .
Next, we introduce how to select a point from a cluster. The chosen point in the cluster c i has the minimum MaxDis(p, c i ) in a cluster. The basic method to process the calculation in a cluster is shown as follows. For each point p ∈ c i , we calculate the distances between p and other points in According to the basic method, the calculation in a cluster needs to compute distances between any two points in where |c i | is the size of the largest cluster.
Next, we propose an improved method to calculate the selected point in a cluster. As shown in Fig. 4, the Considering that the skyline points in a cluster usually follow the uniform distribution, for each cluster, we can choose the centroid point as the representative point. Usually, the centroid point may be a virtual point, rather than an actual point. Hence, the improved method is to select the nearest neighbor of the centroid point as the representative point. The time cost of the improved method is O(|c i |).
Given a cluster c i , we can calculate its minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) though once traverse. The center point of the MBR is called the center point of c i .
Observation 3: Given a cluster c i , if c i 's centroid point and its center point are close in all the dimensions, we believe that the point in c i with the minimum value MaxDis(p, c i ) is close to the centroid point of c i .
Obviously, selecting the nearest neighbor of the centroid point as the representative point in a cluster is more efficient than the basic method, but with lower accuracy. In order to balance the efficiency and the accuracy, we use Algorithm 3 to calculate the representative point in each cluster.
As shown in Algorithm 3, First, we traverse all the points in the cluster to find the nearest neighbor nnpoint of the centroid point m i (Lines 3-6) . Meanwhile, we can obtain the Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) of all the points in c i (Lines 7-11) . The left-lower point of the MBR is minpoint and the right-upper point of the MBR is maxpoint. Second, we calculate the center point of the MBR as centerpoint (Lines 12-13) . Return nnpoint as the representative point in c i ;
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the DRSTP. The experimental platform includes a PC equipped with an Intel Core i3-2120 CPU at 3.3GHz, 4GB RAM and a 500GB hard disk. In order to evaluate the performance of DRSTP, we compare our DRSTP with 3 algorithms: 2d-opt, I-greedy and k-meansDRS. Specifically, 2d-opt and I-greedy are the algorithms in [2] for 2-dimensional datasets and d-dimensional (d ≥ 3) datasets, respectively. k-meansDRS algorithm apply k-means method [22] to cluster the data instead of US-ELM, the other process is the same with DRSTP. DataSets: We apply the same datasets in [2] , a synthetic dataset Island and a real dataset NBA. Island follows a cluster distribution along the anti-diagonal, which is shown in Fig. 5 . There are 27868 points in the Island, and the skyline set of Island consists of 110 points. NBA is downloadable at www.databasebasketball.com. It includes 17265 4-dimensional points and the skyline set of NBA consists In order to evaluate the performance of DRSTP in detail, we also apply some standard synthetic datasets [1] for skyline queries. These synthetic datasets follow the anticorrelated distribution. The default parameters of the synthetic datasets used in our experiments are listed in Table 2 .
A. THE PERFORMANCE OF ISLAND AND NBA
In this section, we testify four algorithms: DRSTP, I-greedy, 2d-opt and k-meansDRS in the datasets Island and NBA.
The distance-base representative skyline set of Island is shown in Fig. 6 when k varies. In Fig. 6 , we find that the chosen representative skyline points can fully describe the tradeoffs among different dimensions.
The outstanding performances of our DRSTP are shown in Fig. 7 . Because the two dimensions of Island are TO attributes, we calculating the k-DRS directly without the PO transformation. Comparing with 2d-opt, DRSTP has higher efficiency. The accuracy of DRSTP is also satisfactory. In Fig. 7(a) , with the increase of k, the time cost of the running time of DRSTP and 2d-opt has little change. In Fig. 7(b) , as k grows, the representation error becomes smaller, because more representative skyline points are chosen. DRSTP has the same representation errors with 2d-opt. Since 2d-opt is an exact algorithm, DRSTP has good accuracy in 2-dimensional Island datasets.
The experimental results of NBA is shown in Fig. 8 . Because NBA dataset has a PO dimension, first we use our proposed method to transform this PO dimension to 2 TO dimensions. After transformation, we use DRSTP and I-greedy to calculate the k-DRS. According to Fig. 8(a) , the running time of DRSTP is shorter than that of I-greedy. With the increase of k, the running time of DRSTP is stable, and the running time of I-greedy raises slightly. Hence, the efficiency of DRSTP is better than that of I-greedy. As illustrated in Fig. 8(b) , the representation errors of DRSTP and I-greedy are close. Therefore, comparing with I-greedy, the accuracy of DRSTP is competitive.
In order to testify our algorithm DRSTP in detail, a group of synthetic data sets are adopted in our experiments. The synthetic data sets contain PO dimensions and TO dimensions. The TO attributes follow a cluster distribution. The preferences of PO dimensions are represented by Hasse Diagrams and these Hasse Diagrams are randomly generated [37] according to their heights and widths. The key parameters and their default values are shown in Table 2 . In the previous experiments, the parameter k has changed. Hence, in the following experiments, k is a fixed value 8. Fig. 9 tests the effect of dimensionality. The dimensionality numbers of these 3 combinations are both 4. When PO dimension increases, one PO dimension can transform to two TO dimensions, hence the time cost becomes longer. The representation error is stable when dimensionality changes. According to Fig. 9 (a) and 9(b), comparing with I-greedy, our algorithm DRSTP has better efficiency and similar representation error. Fig. 10 tests the effect of cardinality. With the increase of cardinality, more points become skyline points. The time costs of DRSTP and I-greedy increase and the representation errors are stable. According to Fig. 10 , DRSTP has better efficiency and similar representation error. Fig. 11 tests the effect of Hasse Diagrams. With the increase of height and width of Hasse Diagrams, preference relationships in each Hasse Diagram are more complex. Hence, more points become skyline points. The time costs of DRSTP and I-greedy increase slowly. DRSTP is more efficiency than I-greedy. Their representation errors are very close. According to Fig. 11 , DRSTP has better performance than I-greedy.
Based on analysis above, it can be concluded that our DRSTP can process the k-DRS with TO and PO attributes effectively. 
V. RELATED WORK
The skyline operator was first introduced by Börzönyi et al [1] . Then many efficient skyline algorithms [27] - [31] have been proposed. Algorithms BNL and D&C [1] , SFS [27] , Bitmap [41] and NN [28] can process skyline query in the datasets without indexes. BBS [29] calculate the skyline query using R-tree index and ZINC [30] apply the Z-order index to process the skyline query. Also, some related algorithms [32] , [33] are proposed to process skyline queries in data streams [34] and uncertain datasets [35] .
When the full skyline set is large, it is difficult to understand the full skyline set. Thus, selecting k representative points is significant [2] , [40] , [41] . In [2] , Tao et al. proposed DRS queries to find k representative skyline points. It uses a distance metric to measure the ''representativeness'' of a chosen set. In [40] , Lin et al. proposed RSP queries which applies dominance number to measure the ''representativeness'' of a chosen set. They want to find a set with the largest dominance number. In [41] , Bai et al. proposed LDS queries which applies dominance size to measure the ''representativeness'' of a chosen set. They want to find a set with the largest dominance size. However, all the previous papers focus on representative skyline queries in TO domains. In real applications, data may be comprised of PO attributes. The previous methods cannot be used to process data with PO domains.
There are some works focused on skyline query with PO attributes [37] - [39] . In [37] and [39] , they applied a method to map each PO value into multiple intervals and use inclusion relationships of these intervals to judge dominance relationships between tuples. And then they use some previous skyline algorithms in TO domains to calculate the finial result. In [38] , Hsueh and Hascoet proposed CSS method to process multiple skyline queries in PO domains. They use a similarity measure to associate a new query to a previous query. The result of the previous query can be used to calculate the result of the new query which can improve the query efficiency. However, all the previous methods focus on skyline queries in PO domains. Their methods cannot be used to select k representative skyline points. In the real life, selecting k representative skyline points is more significant than catching the full skyline set. Hence in this paper, we study the representative skyline query problem DRS with TO and PO domains.
In this paper, we focus on k-DRS query with TO and PO attributes. k-DRS is NP-hard when d ≥ 3, hence we propose a method to fast obtain an approximate result. By in-depth analysis of the properties of the k-DRS in PO dimensions, first, we propose a method to transform each PO value to two numerical values. Then we use the clustering algorithms to cluster the full skyline set. Finally, we chose a representative point in each cluster as a result point. So far, there are some state-of-the-art clustering algorithms [22] - [25] . The experimental results in [21] show that US-ELM is competitive in terms of both accuracy and efficiency. Hence, in this paper, we apply US-ELM to cluster the full skyline set.
VI. CONCLUSION
Skyline queries play an important role in multiple criteria decision making problems. As an important variant of skyline, the k representative skyline query is a useful tool if the size of the full skyline set is large. In real applications, data is composed of TO and PO attributes. Hence, we study the k-DRS problem in TO and PO domains. To our best of knowledge, it is the first attempt to study the k-DRS problem with PO attributes. In this paper, we solve the k-DRS problem with PO attributes from a new perspective and propose an algorithm DRSTP. DRSTP applies 2 steps to calculate the k-DRS set. In step 1: we propose a method to calculate the distance between any two points with PO attributes. In step 2: we use US-ELM to process k-DRS queries when distances between any two points can be calculated. The full skyline set is divided into k clusters using US-ELM algorithm. And then we propose a method to quickly select a representative point in each cluster as the k-DRS point. Finally, we verified the efficiency and accuracy of DRSTP by a series of experiments. Comprehensive experimental results show that compared with the existing algorithms I-greedy and 2d-opt, DRSTP has a much higher efficiency with a little loss of accuracy. Hence, DRSTP is a good algorithm to solve the k-DRS problem with TO and PO domains. In the future work, we will continue to study the representative skyline problems in various common data environments, including data streams, distributed datasets and so on. 
